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ABSTRACT

snch simultaneous works. where it is rather difficult for
them to concentnte their attention and they sometimes
lack their attention itself. Matsui [I] and Kleiman 121
have modeled a way of how to optimally distribute
human attention on an information field to get as much
of the information as possible. There are some rescarcli
papers published on the relation between human attention
and human error. In these studies. tlie atlention \vas
defined as the finite resources and was supposed to have
the same quality on the whole. We. however. had bctter
think that the characteristics of attention and the fonn of
its distribution differ according to what kind of work it is.
So we suggested to classifi a recognition of visual
information into two groups; an active type of
recognition and a passive one. and we proposed a model
where a different kind of attention was distributed to
each type of recognition with a different forni [3].
In recent years. many people have become to use a
cellular phone. and there are a number of drivers who use
a cellular phone while driving a ear. Therefore. there
happen some car accidents. whose causes may be thought
of using a cellular phone while driving. Tlus lund of
accident has become one of the social problems today. I n
some countries. they never let a person drive while using
a cellular phone. escept a hands-free one. under the law.
This may be one of the immediate solutions. But we do
not think it is a complete answer to the problem. To use
of a hands-free phone is efficient to free the driver from
the operation of a cellular phone or from looking aside
rvhile driving. which may cause an accident. for example.
However. there is a critical possibility for the driver to
lose his attention and misjudge. even if he uses a handsfree phone. This inight be said to be a kind of a hidden
dangerous phenomenon.
A driver has to do three extra works. wluch lie does
not need to do in a usual driving. when he communicates
with other person by the cellular phone. The first is to
listen to and to understand the person whom lie is tallung
to. and the second is to tlunk of the answer to him. and
the tllird is to talk to him. Sometimes tlie driver does
these with a person seated next to him. But in such a case.
the person seated next to the driver also understands the
traffic. and he does not enforce a more critical
conversation upon the driver. which otherwise ma?cause
an accident. On the other hand. a person whom the driver
is talking to on tlie phone does not know the traffic. thus
involuntarily enforces to do those three duties upon the
driver.

When \\e drive a car. rve have to do different kinds of
works siniultaneously. and thus \ve are apt to make some
errors under such simultaneous ivorks. I n recent years.
there have been many dri1w-s who use a cellular phone
uliile driving 11 car. And there lkippcn some car accidents
that are caused by the use of the cellular phone. This kind
of accidents has become one of the social problems today.
To use of a hands-free phone is efficient to free the driver
from tlie operation of a cellular phone or from looking
aside while driving. which may cause an accident.
However. there is a critical possibilih for the driver to
lose his attention and misjudge. even if he uses a handsfree phone. This might be said to be a kind of a hidden
dangerous phenomenon. When a driver communicates
with someone by :i phone. he has to do tluee extra works
that he does not need to do in a usual driving. One of
them is to listen to and to understand the person whom he
is talking to. and the second is to think of the answer to
h i . and the third is to talk to him.
Iiii our research experiment we have set an
experimental environment consisting of tluee tasks on a
computer screen to quantitatively analyze mutual effect
of these tasks. The first task is a tracking task. wldch is a
typical skill base one. The second task is to recognize the
visual information that is indicated by four different
media on a computer screen and to respond as soon as
possible. The third task is to listen to a conversation and
auswer a question about the conversatioii. This task is
supposed to be the same as using a cellular phone while
driving a car.
I n this paper we have exanuned the effect of third
task on tlie first and tlie second tasks. There \vas not any
effect of the third task on the perforniance of the tracking
task. The time needed to respond after getting the
information n n s affected a little by tlie third task. The
number of o\.erlooking tlie visual information in the
second task significantly increased by the effect of the
third task. This point might be one of the causes that
result in a car accident
1. INTRODUCTION

The operators working for a plant. the pilot of an
airplane. and. on a inore immediate level. the drivers of a
car. have to do different lunds of works carefully and
simultaneousl~They are apt to make some errors under
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To consider an efficient masure to decrease the
accidents. it IS \'e? important to quantitatively grasp
n.hat kind of and how much of effect the works of
thinkuig and talking have 011 driving a car and judging
tlie trrifric. I n tlus paper we 1m.e modeled how to drive a
car. lion. IO recognize the traffic. and Iiou to talk on the
phone while dri\mig a car as simplified tasks.
We 1i;ii.e set an esperiiiiental environment consisting
of tlirce tasks on a computer screen to analyze mutual
erfcct of these works quantit?ti\.ely. Tlie first task is a
tracking task. wlucli is a typical skill base task. The
second task IS to recognize the visual infonnation that is
indicated by four different media on a computer screen.
and to respond as soon as possible. The media are
consisted of an inorganic pattern. an emotional pattem.
color and a ino\.cment. Tlie inorganic pattern is of the
geometric oue that does not Inve any semantics. The
cmotional pilttcm IS of the cartoon face that has facial
expressions such :is anger or pleasure. Each medium
indicates four separate informations tlmt are encoded in
four nays. The third task is to listen to a conversation
and to ansn.er a question about tlie contents of the
conversation. This task is supposed to be the same as
using a cellular plione n.hile driving a car.
I n tlus paper we have examined the effect that the
third task has on the first and the second tasks. There was
not any effect of the third task on the performance of the
first task. The time needed to respond in the second task
liad a little effect. and it took a little longer when the
third task n'as added. Tlie number of overlooking the
\.isual information in the second task iras significantly

increased by the effect of the tlurd task. This point might
be one of the causes that result in a car accident.

2. AN EXPERIMENTAL TASK FOR
A MODEL OF DRIVING

When n e apply some simultaneous works of dri\ing

to Rasmussen's model of information processing [4].
there appear tluee levels of tvorks as below. Driving :i car
is a skill base work because it is a pattern of action
highly automated. and it is also unconsciously controlled
under intention to smoothly move a car. According to a
pattem of distributing attention to correctly recognize the
traffic. we can divide it into two types of recognition: an
active type of recognition and a passive one. In the
passive vay. the recognition is driven by a stiinulus and
the attention is distributed unconsciously to some
indefinite field. so we may regard it as the work ilex a
skill base one. but not completely. On tlie other lmnd. the
actiye way is a rule base work. because we control our
attention consciously in such a work that is actively
going to get the specified information. Finally. those
three works. that is. listening. considering and talking
that are done in a conversation by a cellular phone. are
knowledge base tasks. In this way. as the works in three
levels of information processing. \ve have modeled the
simultaneous works of driving and the other ones tlut are
interrupted and added by using ;I cellular phone. In our
experiment we 1iz.e respectively assigned a simple task
to even. abstract work in the model as shown 111 Table I .
For example. we make a subject do the traclung task that

Listening to a Cotncrsation

Fig. I Diagram of Experiment
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hble 1

Siniultaneous Works and Espeninental Tasks
Abst tact Work

Actiiil Work

Espeninental Task

Driving a Car

Skill Work

Tracking Task

R C C O ~ I I I L Ithe
I I ~Traffic

Visual Recognition

to Find and Respond

Talking 011 the Cellular Phone

Auditon. Infontmion Processing

to Listen and Answer

Ball
Tracking Task Field

Indicator 2

Indicator I

Indicator 3

Recognition Field of Visual Infornation

Fig.? Coinputer Screen of Espeninent

is ;I npical skill base task for a driving operation.
Furtliennore. we inakc a subject recognize infonnation.
instead of the trarHc. on a coinpiiter screen at nndoin.
We ;ire showing our coiiccption diagmn of the
expc'riinent i n Figure I .

as the saw waves of Figire 5 sho\v. (a) nus is ;I siinple
coining and going from the riglit edge to the left. ( b ) The
turning point changes at random. brit the speed is the
sane as the first one. (c) The speed of the inor.einent is
faster tllaii the second one. The tracluiig task bcconies
relatively inore difficult froin (a) to (b). und from (b) to
(c). The subject has to c a p out tllret. kinds Of the
tracking task respectively. The perforiiiaiice of the
tracking task is evaluated by the acc~ir:ic!- of niaking the
arrow follow the ball.

3. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT

Tracking Task (the First Task)
The upper part of Figire 2 show ;I working field of
tlrc tncking task. A ball in the upper section moves froin
side io side. md the ball IS controlled by saw n.;ir'es
slionn i n Figure -3. A subject has to nukc the 3rrov of
the louer section follow the movement of the ball by
operating the riglit cursor kc\- and the left one n.ith his
nglit hand. Tlicrc ;ire tluee kinds of movenient of the bAl

Visual Recognition (the Second Task)
The loner part of Figure 2 shovs 'I norking field to
recognize the \ isual infonnation. U here tliere are three
indicators A scncs of information is indicated i n ;I
randoin position. at randoin seconds of iiitcn als and i n
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with his left hand as soon as he recognizes any
information shown on any indicators. The performance
of tfus task is evaluated by the time needed to respond.
which is measured by 10 milli-second unit. If the subject
does not respond within two seconds after the
presentation of the information. we suppose he overiooks
the information.
Auditory Information Processing (the Third Task)
llus task acts as interruption to the first and the
second task. We make the subject listen to a Japanese
conversation For approximately twenty seconds through
headphones and then the subject is asked a question
about the conversation. The subject has fifieen seconds to
answer the question. He is requested to answer it in a
sentence. not in words. The series of listening to the
conversation and answering the question is continued as
the subject doing the first and the second task. Tlie
experiment was carried out in two cases. without the
third task and with the tlurd task respectively. And ive
examined the effect of the third task over the first and the
second tasks.

4. RESULT OF EXPERIMENT

(C)

Fig.3 Saw Wave Controlling the Ball

Error Rate of the Tricking Task
When the arrow IS more apart from the ball than a
constant distance. which is two times of diameter of the
ball. we consider it to be the error An error rate of the
tracking task is calculated every i n t e n d by equation (I).
and the average of them IS the error rate of the subject

random sequence for just one second. by four kinds of
media that are encoded in four ways as s1ion.n in Table 2 .
The media are consisted of an inorganic pattern. an
emotional patteni. color and a movement. The inorgamc
pattern is of the geometric one that does not k?ve any
semantics. The emotional pattern is of the cartoon face
that has facial expressions such as anger or pleasure.
Each medium indicates four separate informations that
are encodcd in four ways. As the information of a code in
ii medium is indicated four times on an indicator. the total
of the indication coiiies to 192 times (4 codes x 4 media
r ?. indicators s 4 times). The inten.al indicating the
information IS set at random between three and six
seconds. The four media have becn prepared to knonwhether there is any difference of the performance to
recognize the information. but we do not argue the point
in this paper.
The subject is expected to respond by pushing a ke!.

Table 2

error rate =

time of error
time of intemal

(1)

The average of nine subjects' error rates is plotted in
Figure 4. (a) shows a difference betlveen the error rate
according to the dificulty of the tracking task. (b) sho\vs
a difference between the error rate in the case that there
is the third task or not. The error rate became higher in
proportion to the difficulty of the tracking task. Tlus
result is iiecessap. and it is not surprising at all. But it is
to be noted that there is no effect of the third task in each
traclung task of different difliculty. Tlie knowledge base
task does not affect to the slull basc task at all.
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Fig6 tlie Nmnber of Overlooking 111 Vistial Recognition

responded tiiiie is ;I perforinancc of thc subject. The
avcragc tiinc of nine subjects is plotted in Figure 5 in tlie
saiiie form ;IS Figure 4 The time iicedcd to rcspond is not
affccted by the ixiatioii of tlic difficulh in tlic trackiiig
task. But it IS affccted a little by the tlird task. The time

Time Ncetleil to Respond
The tiinc needed for tlie subject to respond IS
mcasiircd by I O milli-second umt. Tlic responded tiiiie is
incasurcd only wlien the subject responds in I92 times of
inforin;itioii prcscntation. The avcragc
of even-
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iiccdcd to respond takes a little longer when tlie third task
IS added
Overlooking Visual Information
I n the second task. if the subject does not respond
U itliin two seconds afier tlie information presentation. we
suppose it is overlooking. The a\'erage number of
o\wlooking by nine subjects is plotted in Figure 6 in tlie
s;iine forin ;IS Figure 4 and Figure 5 . No effect is
appeared with a variation of the difficulh in the tracking
task iii the saltie wa!' as tlie time needed to respond. But
tlie effect of tlie third task was noticed most. When the
second task is divided into the work to perceive tlie
inforinat~onand into tlie uork to respond by pushing a
key. i t IS supposed t l u t the former is nearer to the rule
bise work. the latter is nearer the skill base work. The
skill base task IS hard to rece1j.e the effect of tlie
knowledge base task. and the rule base task is e a e to
receive.

information in this experiment was of passive type. ;ind it
could be divided into two sub-works. One of tlicni.
responding. is nearer to the tracking task. so it did iiot
conflict with the knowledge base work so mucli as the
tracking task did. But the work to perceive informatioii
coifflicted with the knowledge base tvork y e n mucli.
This experimental result means that if only the subject
notices the indication of information. lie would ordinarily
respond. and he would lose his attention to notice for tlie
knowledge base work.
Considering an actual driving. it may be guessed that
the overlooking of information. whch rarely happens.
causes a car accident. We have not investigated the aeti1.e
&pe of recognition in thls paper. It may be said that thus
type of recognition will be remarkably affected by the
knouledge base work. The effect of using a cellular
phone differs according to what level of recognition tlic
driver needs. So. we need to investigate the level of
recognition of a person who actually drives a car.

5. CONCLUSION
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